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Abstract
Toward automatic creation of web-based voice fonts at low cost,
automatic speech transcription technology is used to obtain the
linguistic features for building HMM-based voices from audio web contents. This paper presents an investigation of the
influences of erroneous transcripts on such voices. We simulate varied speech transcript errors by using a large vocabulary
automatic speech recognizer (LVASR) to dictate thousands of
Japanese utterances from two speakers (a male and a female). A
set of experiments is conducted on dozens of HMM voices built
upon both dictated and correct transcripts. The results indicate
a significant impact of speech transcript errors on the voices.
One direct impact is increasing the number of leaf nodes of the
decision trees associated with both state duration and F0 but decreasing that with cepstrum in comparison with the reference
voices by correct transcripts. The HMM voice quality in mean
opinion scores (MOS) is closely related to the word and phone
accuracy of speech transcriptions. To achieve fair voice quality
with limited training samples, for example, the word and phone
accuracy must be higher than 50% and 80%, respectively.
Index Terms: HMM-based speech synthesis, web-based voicefonts, unsupervised approach, HTS

1. Introduction
Synthetic speech is a core interface of speech-to-speech (STS)
translation systems [1]. There is a growing need for letting users
select their favorite voices for personalized STS communication. The HMM (hidden Markov model)-based speech synthesis system (HTS) [2][3] enables rapid building of HMM voices
when necessary training data including speech samples and fullcontext labels representing the underlying linguistic information are provided. Conventionally, to build an HMM voice, a
target speaker records her/his speech by reading selected text in
a soundproof room. However, when there are large numbers of
target speakers —- 10,000, for instance —- the cost of recording speech essentially renders the recording impossible. On the
other hand, the continually decreasing cost of storage capacity
and increasing access to the internet are aiding the amassing
of large volumes of audio contents, including web radio and
spoken documents. We have recently been studying methodology for using audio web contents to produce low-cost and
varied HMM voices [4] rather than directly recording a largescale speech corpus. It should be noted that the copyrighting
and privacy of audio web contents are still open issues.
Toward automatic creation of web-based HMM voices, automatic speech transcription technology is necessary for obtaining the text and phone transcripts of audio web contents that
are used to extract morpheme boundaries, parts-of-speech, and
accent types for generating full-context labels. The training of
HMM voices basically assumes that the input linguistic features
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involved in the full-context labels can match the acoustic features of the training samples. When extracting the linguistic
features from the automatic speech transcriptions, certain deviation from this assumption cannot be avoided. This paper reports on an experimental investigation of the influences of erroneous transcripts on HMM voices. The rest of the paper is
organized as follows. Section 2 outlines a testbed used in this
paper. Section 3 describes the experiment method. Sections
4 and 5 respectively present the experiment results and discussions. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Testbed outline
Figure 1 shows a diagram of an unsupervised approach with
automatic speech transcription technology for creation of webbased HMM voices [4]. This consists of four main components: (1) amassing audio web contents from the internet; (2)
extracting unusable speech from them and discarding, if possible, noise, music, and the unusable speech; (3) transcribing
the web-based speech for obtaining the underlying linguistic
and phone-time alignment information, and (4) creating HMM
voices using the speech and the linguistic information. In this
paper, we basically use 3 and 4 as a platform to perform the
experimental investigation.
2.1. Automatic speech transcription
We use in-house large vocabulary automatic speech recognition
(LVASR) (for travel conversation) to transcribe input speech
into surface text in a speaker-independent manner and perform
phone-time alignment. In this paper, we alter the beam search
width of the LVASR to obtain varied word errors, thus simulating transcript errors for the experimental investigation.
2.2. Creation of HMM voices
To build an HMM voice by HTS, the speech samples and their
monophone and full-context labels must be provided. Thus the
creation of HMM voices consists of the following two steps.
Step 1: Generate monophone and full-context labels.
• Use the phone-time alignment information to generate
the monophone labels. The phone transcripts are more
accurate than those converted from the surface text.
• Use the front-end of a text-to-speech system [5] to morphologically analyze the surface text and estimate accent
types. If some of these accent types fail to be estimated
due to word errors, we further estimate them based on
the phone transcripts before taking a default accent type.
• Generate full-context labels for the sets of utterances in
terms of the morphological analysis results, phone transcripts, and detected pauses.

